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Abstract We analyze the design of a cap and trade
scheme of greenhouse gas emissions for Mexico. We use
existing economic theory and past experiences to analyze the
key issues and problems typically encountered when
designing cap and trade schemes. We also discuss the
possible constraints for the integration of Mexico into a
regional North American emissions market.
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Countries

1. Introduction
Even though some developing countries are not subject to
the restrictions imposed by the Kyoto Protocol, they still
have a significant role to play in the reduction of global
greenhouse gas emissions. While greenhouse gas emissions
have stabilized in developed countries during 1990 – 2008,
such emissions have more than doubled in developing
countries for the same period (Peters, et al. 2011). Indeed, a
number of recent studies have found evidence of a sizeable
transfer of emissions from developed to developing countries
due to shifting international trade patterns. 1 In general,
developed countries have been found to be net emission
importers, whereas developing countries are typically net
exporters of emissions.
In this paper we analyze the key issues in designing a
greenhouse gas emission market for Mexico, a country that is
not restricted by the Kyoto Protocol (even though it is a
signatory of the Protocol). The case of Mexico is of
particular interest for a number of reasons. Unlike many
developing countries, Mexico has experience in designing,
implementing, and regulating cap and trade mechanisms.
Secondly, Mexico is a member of NAFTA, the world’s
largest regional trading bloc (in terms of total member
GDP).2 Furthermore, as shown by Table 1, in 2010 Mexico
was the 4th largest producer of greenhouse gasses of the
1See, for example, Weber and Matthews (2007), Weber, et al. (2008),
Hertwich and Peters (2009), Baiocchi and Minx (2010), Wiedmann, et al.
(2010), Peters, et al. (2011).
2 The North American Free Trade Agreement was signed by Canada,
Mexico and the United States in 1994 and is the first regional free trade area
comprised of both developed and developing countries.

OECD (after the US, Japan and Germany), emitting
approximately 748.25 million tonnes of CO2equivalent. On
the other hand, Graph 1 shows an increasing trend in
Greenhouse gas emissions. Finally, starting in 2012 the
Mexican government has launched the special program for
climate change: Programa Especial de Cambio Climático
(PECC) 2009-2012. The quantitative objective of the PECC
is to achieve by 2050 a 50% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions (with respect to the emission level in 2000).
Furthermore, Mexico is a signatory of the Copenhagen
Accord and aims to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions by
up to 30% (with respect to the business as usual scenario) by
2020.
One of the main instruments proposed by the PECC is a
cap and trade scheme, whereby the Mexican regulator issues
emission permits that could potentially be traded
internationally. Initially, the PECC proposes to create a cap
and trade scheme for state-owned energy producers, with the
long-run objective of developing an integrated North
American greenhouse gas emissions market.
Table 1. Total Greenhouse Gas (GHG)Emissions – Country Rankings in
the OECD
Country

Latest Year
Available

Total GHG
Emissions†

United States

2011

6665.7

Japan

2011

1307.72

Germany

2011

943.51

Mexico

2010

748.25

Canada

2011

701.79

United Kingdom

2011

556.45

Australia

2011

552.28

France

2011

491.49

Italy

2011

488.79

Turkey

2011

422.41

† Million tonnes of CO2 equivalent
Source:OECD.StatExtracts

Given that Mexico is not restricted by the Kyoto Protocol,
the reduction in emission levels could be partially or totally
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financed by Protocol countries. If emission permits issued by
Mexico are purchased by foreign firms, the economic cost of
the emission reduction rests with foreign countries. Naturally,
these countries will only allow domestic firms to purchase
Mexican emission permits if the cap and trade scheme
satisfies several requirements. Of particular importance is
the need for credible agencies to certify the compliance of
Mexican producers with the regulations, since otherwise, the
cap imposes no effective constraint on Mexican emission
levels.

Graph 1. Mexico:Greenhouse gas emissions

If Mexico decides to introduce an emissions reduction
program, important questions arise not only in terms of its
monitoring, but also relating to the specific design of the cap
and trade scheme, and its potential economic consequences.
The objective of this paper is to critically examine the
individual components of a cap and trade market scheme,
and identify the key issues and challenges faced by the
Mexican authorities in its possible design. We also analyze
the desirability of a regional North American greenhouse gas
emissions market from the perspective of Mexico.
This research complements the descriptive report by
Burtraw, et al. (2010) which outlines a number of possible
strategies to reduce greenhouse emissions in Mexico. While
they also consider the creation of a cap and trade program for
regulated sectors, our paper, instead, focuses on market
design issues of implementing such a program.
The remaining sections are as follows. Section 2 critically
evaluates the design of a cap and trade scheme to reduce
emissions in Mexico. Section 3 gives a brief summary of
previous cap and trade experiences in Mexico and in the US
and Canada, and considers the potential economic costs and
benefits of creating a regional North American emission
permits market. Finally, the key conclusions and
recommendations from this study are summarized in Section
4.

2. Designing a Cap and Trade
Mechanism for Mexico

Despite its theoretical benefits and some good empirical
experiences (e.g. the market for acid rain in the US 3), cap and
trade mechanisms face a number of practical difficulties.
First, the implementation of the emission-level target cannot
be taken for granted and, instead, has to be imposed
effectively by the system of law administration. It is also
necessary to establish an accurate measurement system to
detect emission levels by all firms regulated by the scheme.
In order to ensure that the measurement system is not altered,
the establishment of appropriate auditing standards is also
required. Finally, it is imperative that the system of law
administration can impose fines on individual firms for cases
of non-compliance. In summary, it is necessary to have an
institutional system strong enough to guarantee that all firms
comply with the regulation. This will certainly be a
necessary condition for third parties before they purchase
Mexican emission permits, which is crucial if Mexico hopes
to at least partially finance its emission reductions using
overseas investment. Mexico is current ranked at number
105in the world in terms of the Corruption Perception Index
2012 created by Transparency International. This suggests
that additional efforts will have to be done in order to ensure
the internationally credibility of the regulation.
Even with an effective institutional system there is
however no guarantee that the emissions market will work
either efficiently, or as anticipated. As shown by Figure 1,
there are four key elements relating to the market design of
cap and trade mechanisms that will ultimately determine the
success or failure of the scheme. The first element relates to
the initial allocation of permits. The second element is
concerned with the issue of who is allowed to participate in
the market. The third element considers the rules of permit
exchange. That is, the mechanism has to decide between
permitting bilateral trade, trade in centralized markets, or if
all types of exchange are possible. The final key element
relates to the time durability of the emission permit. We
discuss each of these four elements in detail below.

Figure 1. Key components in the design of cap and trade mechanisms

A final issue that is beyond the scope of this paper relates
to the setting of the cap. In many countries the reduction of
emissions is achieved using a variety of instruments, with the
3

For instance, see Joscow, Schmalensee, and Bailey (1998).
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cap and trade mechanism being only one of them. While the
tightness of the cap and the sectors involved are ultimately a
political economy decision, this will have an impact on the
tradability of the emission permits.
2.1. Initial Allocation of Permits
The initial allocation of permits can have important
redistributive consequences (not only between production
sectors, but also among consumers and firms) and
consequences for the efficiency of the final allocation. 4 In
practice, the initial allocation can either be sold or allocated
gratuitously. If the permits are to be sold, the orthodox way is
through an auction mechanism. However, if the emission
permits are gratuitous, they are generally allocated in
proportion
to
historical
emissions
(so-called,
grandfathering). Grandfathering has the advantage over
auctions in that its political cost is lower. If the initial
allocation of permits has to be purchased by auction, firms
must absorb the full burden or cost of the regulation
(although they can in principle pass some of this additional
cost onto the final consumer through higher prices). In this
case firms have a clear incentive to lobby against the
regulation. It is well known from the theory of interest
groups that the formation of lobbying groups are more likely
to occur when the market has few members and the potential
loss is high. 5 In the case of environmental regulation,
lobbying groups are likely to emerge when the number of
firms subjected to the regulation is small, and the cost
imposed by the regulation is large. Clearly, the emergence of
interest groups elevates significantly the political cost of
introducing the environmental regulation.
However, a trade-off arises as public revenue can be raised
(that could, for example, be used to reduce the tax burden on
individuals) if emission permits are auctioned instead of
allocated gratuitously 6 . Therefore, one can view the
non-auctioning of emission permits as equivalent to a
subsidy from taxpayers to the regulated firms. Furthermore,
it is well documented from economic theory that the auction
mechanism, if well designed, would result in firms with the
highest abatement costs purchasing the most permits.
One criticism of the European emission trading scheme
has been that the vast majority of emission permits were
initially allocated gratuitously (only 4% was allocated by
auction). From the above discussion, this can be interpreted
as a subsidy from European taxpayers to the regulated firms.
For the next trading period it is envisaged that at least 50% of
the emission permits should be allocated through auction.
However, there are some economic sectors that will be
exempt from the auctioning process, and consequently will
continue to receive emission permits without cost. The
4

See Burguet and Sempere (2010) for further details.
See Schneider (2012) for a detailed discussion on the effects of the size of
interest groups on lobbying.
6
In fact, auctioning permits could be seen as a compensatory mechanism as
part of the revenues received can be used, through appropriate tax breaks
or rebates, to help offset (partially or fully) the negative effect of pollution
on consumers (for more discussion on this issue see Shammin and Bullard,
2009).
5
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justification for this exception is based on the idea of
strategic sectors. A strategic sector relates to whether the
regulation would create a sufficient incentive within the
sector for firms to reallocate to a non-Kyoto participant in
order to avoid paying the associated permit cost. The
minimization of this carbon leakage is a central issue in the
design of cap and trade schemes. 7
The most important sectors subject to potential emissions
regulation in Mexico are the electricity, oil and gas sectors.
While these sectors are typically considered strategic, the
potential carbon leakage effects are unimportant in this case,
since the vast majority of these industries are state-owned.
However, for private companies subjected to the regulation
the cost represented by an auction mechanism could be
sizable. In order to minimize carbon leakage one should
evaluate the impact of the initial permit cost on firm
localization and sensitivity to the regulation before
implementing the auctioning of permits. This might be
especially important for the Maquiladora sector and the
Mexican automobile industry, where Mexico is the largest
North American auto-producing nation. For Mexico, the
integration into a regional North America emissions market
would help to reduce the carbon leakage effects within the
NAFTA area.
2.2. Market Participants
An important part in the design of any market relates to the
agents that are allowed to participate in it. For cap and trade
schemes, one possibility is to only allow trading among the
firms regulated by the scheme. In this case, firms purchase
the permits with the sole purpose of reducing abatement
efforts. An alternative option is to open the market to other
participants who cannot directly use the emission permits.
This has the advantage of widening the market, since the
over-restriction of participants may result in too thin a
market, whereby potential traders are unable to find a match.
However, the disadvantage of market widening is that
participants may enter the market for speculative reasons,
which can produce permit prices that are not efficient. With
inefficient permit prices, the market fails to exert the
required incentives on regulated firms and efficient emission
reduction cannot be achieved.
Given the sectors established in the PECC, one of the main
problems in designing an emissions trading market for
Mexico is the likelihood of too few market participants.
Therefore, unless the emissions market is opened up, it
would be too thin and hencequite possibly uncompetitive. In
addition, the sectors potentially subject to regulation are such
that it might be difficult for these firms to reach cost
efficiency, given the constraint imposed by the size of
domestic market. Therefore, the integration into a larger
international market appears to be a necessary condition for a
7
A continued criticism of the European scheme relates to whether the
strategic sector framework employed by the European Union accurately
captures the notion of probable carbon leakage or not. For an empirical
analysis based on interviewing managers see Anderson, et al. (2010).
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well-functioning permit market in Mexico.
2.3. Type of Trade
In market design, the rules of exchange (i.e. trade) need to
be devised. Trade can either be bilateral and decentralized
(i.e. each part has to find a counterpart for a trade to take
place), or alternatively it can be realized in exchange markets
in which all parts can meet to purchase or sell permits. The
latter are generally characterized as being more informative
and liquid, consequently requiring the presence of
compensatory mechanisms to guarantee that all transactions
can be made. Bilateral trade instead allows for more
flexibility in the form of the exchange contracts.
The minimization of aggregate emission abatement costs
requires that trading prices are not too disperse (in other
words the trading prices are approximately unique). If
bilateral trade prevails there is nothing in the market
mechanism to ensure the emergence of a unique price for the
emission permit. In this case the regulator has an important
role to play in designing devices to prevent too much
dispersion of trading prices.
Data from the European Climate Exchange suggest that
most of the transactions in European emission allowances
are over-the-counter (i.e. trade is bilateral), even though
trade in exchange markets is possible. Finance theory (e.g.
Seppi, 1990) shows that the amount of over-the-counter
trading crucially depends on both the degree of private
information of the investor, and the information
sensitiveness of the asset. Given the prevalence of
over-the-counter transactions in European emission
allowances it appears that these two factors have not been
very significant. However, the existence of exchange
markets can also be important for uninformed traders to be
able to take advantage from over-the-counter trading.
Therefore, it seems that a well-functioning emission permits
markets requires the coexistence of both types of exchanges.
2.4. Time Durability of the Permit
The final element of designing an emission market,
concerns the time durability of the emission permit. In many
practical cases the emission permit can be used during an
interval of several years, thereby enabling the permit holder
greater flexibility over abatement activities planning, and
thus, for greater cost efficiency. In any case, given the need
to trade permits internationally, the time durability of
Mexican permits must be comparable to the emission
permits of other countries. Therefore, we do not envisage the
time durability of permits to be an important issue for
Mexico.

3. A regional North American Emission
Permits Market
3.1. Cap and Trade Experiences of Mexico

Unlike many developing countries, Mexico has
experience in using cap and trade mechanisms. The most
important of these relates to the mechanism implemented by
PEMEX, the state-owned oil company, from 2001 to 2005. 8
After a measurement and quantification phase, PEMEX
proposed to reduce the emission of gasses by 1% per annum
from the 1999 emission baseline. In order to achieve this
reduction, PEMEX created an internal emissions market in
which the market participants were comprised of 25 business
units of the firm. Specifically, the market was a cap and trade
mechanism that, in the first stage, assigned permits to each of
the business units (one permit was equivalent to 1 metric
tonne of carbon). Each business unit had to balance permits
against emissions. In the case a business unit ended with
more permit rights than emissions, the corresponding
permits could be sold to other business units. Prices were
negotiated through a computerized mechanism that
registered transactions between business units, and to avoid
price manipulations all transactions were carried out
anonymously.
Given the perceived success of this mechanism, the PECC
proposes to use a cap and trade scheme to reduce Mexico’s
greenhouse gas emission levels. Yet there are two
fundamental differences between the PECC proposals and
the PEMEX mechanism. The mechanism of the latter was
established to reduce emissions of one individual firm.
Furthermore, an integral part of the PECC proposals is the
creation of emission permits that can be traded
internationally.
3.2. Cap and Trade Experiences in the US and Canada
The United States, which signed but never ratified the
Kyoto Protocol, has seen several legislative efforts to
address GHG emissions. An attempt to establish an economy
wide emissions trading program was the American Clean
Energy and Security Act in 2009 (known as the
Waxman-Markey bill). The Waxman-Markey bill would
have established an economy-wide emissions trading
program. But even though the U.S. House of Representatives
passed it, the U.S.Senate never approved it. However,
despite the absence of a nationwide system, several regions
had already put in place or developed plans to implement
their own GHG trading programs. Here we only mention
them in brief (for details on a variety of U.S. emissions
trading proposals, see Aldy, Pizer, and Raini, 2012).
In 2005, seven northeastern states in the United States
agreed to an emissions trading program. Known as the
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, this program only
covers large electricity generators, and nearly 100 percent of
allowances are auctioned. A second U.S.-based emissions
trading system began in California in 2013. While Arizona,
California, New Mexico, Oregon, and Washington initiated
8
For a detailed description of this mechanism see Gómez (2004). The
mechanism was ultimately replaced by four other projects under the
so-called Clean Development Mechanism, which is validated by the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
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the Western Climate Initiative (WCI) in 2007, later adding
Utah and Montana as well as the Canadian provinces of
British Columbia, Ontario, Manitoba, and Quebec, no WCI
states in the U.S. other than California have implemented an
emissions trading program. California’s program will
initially cover the power sector and large industrial sources,
accounting for roughly 37 percent of the state’s GHG
emissions, and aims to expand to cover 85 percent by 2015,
including transportation fuels.
A third regional agreement, the Midwestern Greenhouse
Gas Reduction Accord (MGGRA), was signed in 2007. The
accord was to function like the WCI, helping its members
establish programs by 2012. In 2010, MGGRA released a
detailed model rule for member states to adapt and use. The
proposal covered the power sector, major industrial emitters,
and transportation fuel distributors, with most allowances
being allocated free of charge at the discretion of member
states. Despite the MGGRA’s progress, political and
economic reasons ended the effort in early 2011.
Canada ratified the Kyoto Protocol in 2002 but never
passed comprehensive legislation to regulate emissions. CO2
emissions exceeded their targets, and Canada withdrew from
the Kyoto Protocol in 2011. Nonetheless, several provinces
have made efforts to reduce GHG emissions. Quebec is
currently on track to implement a GHG emissions trading
program starting in 2013. The program will apply to
industrial sources. Quebec developed the system using
provisions developed under the WCI, allowing it to link with
California. British Columbia, Manitoba, and Ontario, also
WCI members, plan to adopt trading programs in the future
but have not yet specified dates. The province of Alberta has
adopted an internal program based on reducing energy
intensity for large emitters, which allows some trade of
allowances either between emitters or with the province.
Most allowances are allocated freely to emitters, and, as of
2010, the program covered 97 facilities that accounted for
roughly 50 percent of Alberta’s GHG emissions.
3.3. Economic Integration of a Mexican Cap and Trade
Program with the Regional Programs in the US and
Canada
The discussion of section 2 suggested that the success of
any emissions market in Mexico would require its
integration into a larger and more competitive international
emissions market. One natural possibility would be the
creation of a regional North American emissions market or
the integration of the Mexican market with one of the U.S.
regional markets. Given its proximity, one possibility is the
integration with the WCI. However, the implementation of a
regional permits market can generate additional problems.
When a regional market exists, one problem that can arise
relates to heterogeneous regulations among the participant
members. In the European emission system this created a
distortion in the market, such that the value of the emission
permits for regulated firms differed across member
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countries. 9 We believe that the homogenization of
environmental regulations will be a key feature in any future
North American emissions market. That is, Mexico’s
integration into the market developed by the WCI would
require the use of provisions developed under the WCI. The
by-product of this for Mexico will be the need to effectively
guarantee compliance with higher standards of
environmental regulations. This will impose additional
restrictions on Mexican firms and on the Mexican economy
as a whole.
While the need for homogeneity in environmental
regulations is clear, it will also be desirable to impose
homogeneity of environmental policies in the creation of any
North American emissions market. For countries bounded by
free trade agreements like NAFTA, there is an incentive to
relax environmental standards to increase the competitive
advantage of domestic firms. In a regional emissions market,
such incentives are further reinforced with heterogeneous
members. For example, by issuing more permits than what is
environmentally desirable, a country can sell these permits
on the regional market. Without further restrictions, this
implies that a participant country can effectively sell a low
abatement cost permit at the international permit price,
thereby receiving a net transfer from the other participants in
the regional bloc. A moral hazard problem can arise as
national regulators know better the cost for their national
firms imposed by the regulation. Moral hazard is not a
problem for Clean Development Mechanism projects, since
it is easy to verify the actual emission reduction, because
each project is individually certified.
Furthermore, unlike the European emissions market, there
are reasons to believe that any North American equivalent
will face additional efficiency concerns. Firstly, with the
absence of a common currency, the purchasing power value
of emission permits will vary across the regional bloc, due to
exchange rate fluctuations. This could have important
implications for efficiency. Secondly, the market power of
the United States is likely to be large within any regional
North American market. Copeland and Taylor (2005) and
Burguet and Sempere (2010) study the impact of market
power on international emission permits. Copeland and
Taylor (2005) show that international trade in emission
permits can have a non-negligible impact on the international
terms of trade for commodities. This arises because a large
country trading emission permits affects both the
international prices of the permits and the prices of the goods
themselves. Since emission permits are inputs for firms
across the trading bloc, their trade has an impact on
commodity markets. Burguet and Sempere (2010) show that
terms of trade effects can have adverse consequences for the
efficiency of the final allocation of emission permits. Overall
the correct functioning of the regional emissions market is
not guaranteed in the presence of a large country with market
power.

9

For further details, see Ellerman, et al. (2007).
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4. Concluding Remarks: Some Lessons
for Developing Countries
Potentially, cap and trade schemes are a powerful tool to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. However, in order to reach
this environmental objective at minimum cost, the working
mechanism of the emission market has to be designed
carefully.
In the case of Mexicothere are a number of important
reasons why an emission market could fail. We have raised
concerns over the possible carbon leakage effects of the
regulation for private firms, and the emergence of
speculators which will make it difficult to reach an efficient
final assignment of rights, especially in a thin market. Of
particular concern, relates to the treatment of state-owned
industries, where the initial emission permits are likely to be
allocated gratuitously, and other distortions in industrial
markets that are not generally present in developed
countries.
A key challenge faced by many developing countries is
ensuring that there are sufficient participants in the emission
trading market. If the number of firms is relatively low, there
will be insufficient domestic competition within the market.
A possible consequence of this is high variability in prices,
which will not reflect the true cost of emission reduction. In
this sense, outside competition is desirable. Such
competition, however, will generate incentives for
developing countries to assign initial permits with the
objective to protect domestic firms. This distortion, in turn,
could result in too many emission permits being issued, at
too low a price. This moral hazard problem does not appear
in existing Certified Emission Reductions markets, where
the individual evaluation of projects is required.
The integration with larger markets also has an additional
advantage: by generating sufficient scale for the profitable
emergence of exchange markets, this helps facilitate bilateral
transactions by providing reference prices. Such exchange
markets already exist in developed countries and market
integration would potentially enable the exchange of
allowances issued by developing countries.
In conclusion, there are a number of potential problems in
the design of cap and trade mechanisms for developing
countries. One possible solution is the integration of
developing markets into larger regional emission blocs.
However, for regional permit markets to function optimally,
an important requirement will be the homogenization of
environmental regulations among participant countries.
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